STEP 1. Begin by removing easel from carton. See Fig 1 below.

STEP 2. Unbuckle & Loosen leather strap, to release legs of easel. See Fig 2 below.

STEP 3. After unbuckling strap, spread-out legs of easel and stand on their feet. See Fig 3 below.

STEP 4. Loosen wing-nut on each leg to allow for height adjustment of legs. Tighten at desired height. See Fig 4 below.

STEP 5. Once all legs are extended and secure, lower portion of easel should look similar to Fig. 5.
STEP 6. To adjust lower canvas support holders, loosen wing-nut and slide to desired position and retighten wing-nut to secure. See Fig 6 below.

FIG. 6

STEP 7. Lever on side of easel is used to allow for adjustment of center column. Once desired angle/tilt or horizontal position is obtained, re-tighten lever to secure. See Fig 7.

FIG. 7

STEP 8. Fig. 8 shows how the center column support can be turned to allow for desired tilt of column, by loosening the lever on the easel.

FIG. 8

STEP 9. The adjustable canvas support located on the center column can be used for small canvases and large canvases. To use the easel for larger canvases up to 33.5” H use position [A]. Position [A] allows the canvas support to be moved to the top of the center column. Secure canvas to lower canvas supports found on the two front legs. Secure by tightening wing-nut on canvas support.

To use the easel for smaller canvases 12.25"H canvas or less, use position [B]. This time flip center column around to other side of easel by loosening lever and re-tightening after center column is turned to rear of easel. See Fig. B

FIG. 9

STEP 10. Enjoy Painting!